Airsoft Battle Rules

Printed Name

Signature

I have read and had the following rules explained to me:
Minimum age to enter the airsoft battle zone is nine years of age.
Rubber knives and foam swords are permitted.

1. Head Shots DO NOT COUNT! For safety purposes do not aim directly at head or face.
2. Do not shoot anyone who is down!!! *
3. One torso shot or knife is a kill.
4. Two limb shots or knife is a kill. (Hands and feet do not count).
5. No hand to hand combat except rubber knifes or foam swords.
6. Take your shot. (We are on the honor system!)
7. When you're out, call "Out!" and place bandana on your head and lay down.
8. When zombies tag you, you become a zombie. Lay down for 15 seconds. Place bandana on head.
9. Zombies are not "real zombies".
10. Players may not shoot outside of designated areas. *
11. Spectators, tree climbers, animals and buildings nearby airsoft activities are not targets. *
12. No aggressive behaviors. *
11. No foul language. *
12. No arguing. *
13. Smoke bombs, grenades, pyrotechnics and weapons are not permitted. *
14. Neither drugs nor alcohol are permitted on grounds. *
15. Have fun.

Equipment




Airsoft weapons must be under 500 fps (feet per second).
Only biodegradable BBs will be allowed in use on the field. Bring your ammunition package
to the game for staff members to check and give final approval.
Rubber knives and foam swords are permitted.

 ALL SAFETY GEAR MUST BE WORN IN BATTLE ZONE!!



Face / Eye Protection required. Neither mesh goggles nor safety glasses are permitted. Full
face and ear protection is recommended.
Covering all exposed skin is recommended.

If you engage in rules marked with the asterisk (*) you risk disqualification. If you are
disqualified you may not play the remainder of the day and you will not be reimbursed.

Rules for Zombies
1. All zombies MUST wear provided bandanas on their head for identification purpose.
2. Zombies are out for 20 seconds when shot. (Lay down when shot then go back in battle).
3. Zombies are out for remainder of match when head is taken. (Stay down to avoid getting hit again).
4. Covering all skin is recommended.

We will go over all rules, including those not written, prior to the start of the first game.
Minors under the age of 18 must have an accompanying adult guardian in order to participate.

